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RATIONALE 

 The school is a highly significant institution within the community and as such will play a large part in 

helping the community develop a common vision and sense of belonging, with justice and wisdom at 

its heart where diversity is seen as an enriching and positive experience 

 The school therefore also plays a significant role in providing the opportunities through which people 

can put their civic skills to use.  

 The school where possible will help the community develop new networks, strengthen existing 

networks and in some circumstances re-establish old networks that were thought to be of benefit to 

the community 

 The school will aim to tackle ‘fear of difference’ and help enable people to be more comfortable with 

all areas of dissimilarity including those based on sexual orientation, disability, social class and age 

 

PRINCIPLES 

 To provide a range of activities that support community cohesion including key stake holders such as 

students, parents, teachers, primary schools, businesses, the immediate and wider community  

 To provide a range of opportunities that will celebrate similarities across groups rather than a focus 

on differences. Also to promote tolerance and positive considerations of others’ religious, political, 

cultural and social values 

 To provide a learning culture where all can feel part of a community with a significant focus on the 

majority but also a major focus on those who are ‘hard to reach’ and those on the margins of social 

networks.  

 To promote learning as a fundamental vehicle to secure good communication across groups; this may 

be of particular importance where new community members have migrated to our community from 

another and may speak a different language 

 To help the community develop other skills identified through BBEC’s Employability skills 

 To welcome and train volunteers including retirees or parents of young children and others who 

support lifelong learning and are willing to give time to help others learn. This will ensure that many 

new sets of relationships and networks are positively developed, within and across generations 

 To provide support for initiatives which promote family members learning together in a variety of 

ways. This will have multiple benefits for educational achievement and more widely for family 

relationships 

 

ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES 

 All teaching and associate staff are responsible for its implementation overseen Joe Ryan, assistant 

headteacher, led also by the SLT, PSHCE department and citizenship team. 

 The students, staff, parents, PTA’s and all groups representing or serving the school are also 

accountable to the headteacher      


